Abstract. More than 15 years ago Guttmann and Vöge [J. Statist. Plann. Inference, 101, 107 (2002)], introduced a model of friendly walkers. Since then it has remained unsolved. In this paper we provide the exact solution to a closely allied model, originally introduced by Tsuchiya and Katori [J. Phys. Soc. Japan 67, 1655 (1988)], which essentially only differs in the boundary conditions. The exact solution is expressed in terms of the reciprocal of the generating function for vicious walkers which is a D-finite function. However, ratios of D-finite functions are inherently not D-finite and in this case we prove that the friendly walkers generating function is the solution to a non-linear differential equation with polynomial coefficients, it is in other words D-algebraic. We then show via numerically exact calculations that the generating function of the original model can also be expressed as a D-finite function times the reciprocal of the generating function for vicious walkers. We obtain an expression for this D-finite function in terms of a 2 F 1 hypergeometric function with a rational pullback and its first and second derivatives.
Introduction
Consider p directed walkers on the square lattice rotated through 45
• such that each walk take steps in the North-East direction (1, 1) or South-East direction (1, −1). The walkers are labelled k = 1, 2, · · · , p. The positions of the walkers are given by the values of the ordinates y after t steps such that y k t is the ordinate of the k ′ th walker after t steps. The walkers are never allowed to cross but they may be allowed to share vertices so y In the most general setting one can study walkers which start at a set of initial points y k 0 and end at a set of end-points after n steps y k n . However, in most cases one places some restrictions on these. Typically one starts the walks at consecutive points such that y k 0 = 2(k − 1). With no constraint on the end-points one looks at so-called p-stars. If we force the walkers to terminate at consecutive points we are looking at so-called p-watermelons. In this paper we study only watermelon configurations. In the super friendly walker case it is perhaps more natural to start all walkers from the origin y k 0 = 0, ∀k and also force them to end at the same vertex. Examples of the various models are given in figure 1.
Vicious walkers were introduced into the physics literature by Fisher [1] and the model has been extensively studied since. Despite their simplicity directed walker models have intimate connections to many profound and important physical and mathematical problems. In physics they are often used as simple lattice models of vesicles and polymer networks [1, 2, 3, 4] and deep connections exist to lattice Green functions [5, 6] . The configurations of p vicious walkers can be related to combinatorial objects such as plane partitions [7, 8] , Young tableaux [9, 10, 11] and symmetric functions [12] . Exact expressions for the number of configurations of p vicious walkers of length n have been obtained as simple product formulae in particular for the cases of stars and watermelons [4, 9] and in some cases exact closed form expressions have been obtained for the generating functions [4] . Friendly walkers were introduced by Guttmann and Vöge [13] who named them ∞-friendly walkers. The super friendly walker model was originally introduced by Tsuchiya and Katori in their studies of directed percolation [14] and a version with interactions used to model polymer fusion or zipping transitions was solved exactly by Tabbara, Owczarek and Rechnitzer [15] . If two walkers are allowed to share a vertex but not an edge one arrives at so-called osculating walkers which can be related to alternating sign matrices [16] . An exact solution for the generating functions of stars and watermelons have been found for p = 3 [17] and for general p a constant term expression [18] has been proved for the number of osculating configurations of length n with given starting and ending points.
In section 2 we briefly review the results for vicious 3-watermelons and show that the exact generating function obtained by Essam and Guttmann [4] in terms of a Heun function can in fact be expressed in terms of an 2 F 1 hypergeometric function with a rational pullback and its derivative. In section 3 we prove that the generating functions for a version of friendly 3-watermelons can be expressed in terms of the reciprocal of the generating function of vicious 3-watermelons. We show that the friendly 3-watermelon generating function is not D-finite but is in fact D-algebraic. In section 4 we provide results from a numerical analysis of the singular behaviour of friendly 3-watermelons demonstrating that their generating function have singularities of infinite order. Finally, in section 5 we report on numerically exact computations which show that the generating function of the Guttmann-Vöge model is the ratio of a D-finite function (the solution of a fifth order inhomogenous ODE) and the vicious 3-watermelon generating function. We show that the numerator can be expressed in terms of the 2 F 1 hypergeometric function appearing in the solution of vicious 3-watermelons and its first and second derivatives.
Vicious 3-watermelons
Essam and Guttmann [4, Eq. (63) ] proved that the generating function V 3 (x) for vicious 3-watermelons is a solution to
which can be expressed in terms of a Heun function § [19] 
where we use the notation adopted in Maple. V 3 (x) has singularities at x = x c = 1/8 and x = x c = −1 and at both singularities the critical behaviour is of the form (1 − x/x c ) 3 log(1 − x/x c ). Assis et al [20] found that a HeunG function with integer coefficients could be recast in terms of an 2 F 1 hypergeometric function with an algebraic pullback. One of the authors has since told us that generically HeunG functions even with rational parameters do not correspond to series with integer coefficients nor can § There appears to be some minor misprints in the expression for the generating function in [4, Eq. (65) ].
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they be recast as series with integer coefficients. Therefore if one sees a HeunG function whose series has integer coefficients it probably means that the HeunG function is not a generic HeunG with four singularities, it is in fact a HeunG which can be rewritten as a 2 F 1 with a pullback that wraps the four singularities of the HeunG into the three singularities of the 2 F 1 . So we take a fresh look at the differential operator from (1) giving rise to the HeunG solution
To check for hypergeometric solutions we turn to the newly developed Maple procedure hypergeometricsols [21, 22] which almost instantaneously finds that the solutions of L H can indeed be expressed in terms of 2 F 1 hypergeometric functions. The solution corresponding to (2) is
Now the second 2 F 1 above is essentially the derivative of the first 2 F 1 . In fact if we let
and
We shall see in section 5 that the particular 2 F 1 hypergeometric function H(x) appears repeatedly in 3-watermelon problems and hence we shall often make use of the associated differential operator L H which annihilates H(x)
It may be of some interest to note that the second term in (4) can be re-written (simplified) using Gauss's contiguous relations so that we get
It is also worth noting that H(x) can be replaced by the same 2 F 1 hypergeometric function but with a different rational pullback as a consequence of the identity
where the two pullbacks A(x) = 27x 2 /(1 − 2x) 3 and B(x) = 27x/(1 + 4x) 3 are related by a modular curve C = 0 with
As usual z = 0, 1, and ∞ are singularities of the hypergeometric function
and we recall that the hypergeometric differential equation has corresponding exponent pairs {0, 1 − c}, {0, c − a − b}, and {a, b}, respectively. The condition that the two pullbacks equal 1, yield the singularities x = 1/8 and x = −1. One may think that x = 1/2 and x = −1/4 (such that the pullbacks A(x) and B(x) are ∞) are also singularities. This is not the case since A(−1/4) = 1/2 while B(1/2) = 1/2, i.e., where one 2 F 1 appears to be singular the other clearly is not, and one also sees that the singular pre-factors must be cancelled by the 2 F 1 . Likewise, in (4) the singular prefactors are cancelled when x = 1/2 which isn't surprising since obviously x = 1/2 is not a singularity of V 3 (x).
With this in mind one may ask if there is some way of re-writing H(x) and its companion in (11) so the singular behaviour becomes more transparent. One possibility is to use the Kummer relation
from which we get
Here at least we can clearly see that x = 1/8 and x = −1 are singular. The integer values of the c parameter means that the singularity at ∞ gives rise to an analytic solution and a solution with log z.
Vicious and friendly walkers
In this section we consider a variation of friendly 3-watermelons where the walkers start from the origin and end at the same vertex, but other than at the terminals there are never 3 walkers on the same vertex and never do 3 walkers share an edge. We start by proving the following simple result. We can now proceed to derive an exact expression for the generating function F 3 (x) for friendly 3-watermelons.
Theorem 2. The generating function F 3 (x) for friendly 3-watermelons starting from the origin and ending at the same vertex is
where V 3 (x) is the generating function for vicious 3-watermelons.
Proof. By Theorem 1 the generating function for super friendly 3-watermelons is V 3 (x). Any configuration of super friendly 3-watermelons can be decomposed into a sequence of irreducible components ω i such that in each component the 3 walkers start at the origin and end on the same vertex but never do the 3 walkers otherwise share the same vertex (see figure 3 ). Let G(x) denote the generating function for the the set of irreducible components ω i . Since the walkers can take no steps we have
which we invert to get
The term 2x comes from three walkers simultaneously taking either North-East or South-East steps. These are not permitted friendly configurations so we remove these contributions. The remaining terms all arise from permitted configurations. Then adding in the possibility of taking no steps we finally get We can naturally also express F 3 (x) in terms of a Heun function
Theorem 2 immediately generalises to friendly p-watermelons where up to p − 1 walkers may share vertices and edges for any number of steps.
Theorem 3. The generating function F p (x) for friendly p-watermelons starting from the origin and ending at the same vertex with up to p−1 walkers allowed to share vertices and edges for any number of steps is
where V p (x) is the generating function for vicious p-watermelons.
Proof. Repeat mutatis mutandis the arguments of Theorem 2.
is just a sum of a polynomial and the reciprocal of a D-finite function, but F 3 (x) is itself not D-finite. This is not unexpected since generically ratios of D-finite functions are not D-finite, in fact in a quite remarkable paper Harris and Sibuya [23] proved that if both f and 1/f are D-finite then f is algebraic. Now clearly given its logarithmic singular behaviour V 3 (x) is not algebraic and hence F 3 (x) is not D-finite. F 3 (x) is however a solution of an algebraic differential equation, i.e., it is D-algebraic. Let V 3 (x) = −1/V 3 (x) then using the Maple package GuessFunc [24] developed by Jay Pantone one quickly finds that V 3 (x) is a solution to the non-linear D-algebraic equation
This result can be proven by making the substitution G(x) = −1/R(x) in the ODE (1) and expanding. Because of the second derivative there are terms 1/R(x) 3 . Hence multiply the resulting equation (after the substitution) by R(x) 3 , collect terms and the result is (13) . Then, we find the expression for (13) and evaluating derivatives. We thus prove that Theorem 4. The generating function F 3 (x) for friendly 3-watermelons starting from the origin and ending at the same vertex is a solution to the D-algebraic equation
+ 60 − 32x + 16x
Singular behaviour of F 3 (x)
One can easily expand F 3 (x) to thousands of terms and perform an asymptotic analysis of the resulting power-series. Using biased differential approximants [25] we find compelling evidence that F 3 (x) has a singularity at x = x c = 1/8 of infinite order with exponents that equal 3k, k ≥ 1, so that the singular behaviour is
where possibly n k = k. This is exactly the type of behaviour one would expect from the expression (12) where barring some magic cancellations or other simplifications one gets an infinite sum of powers of the HeunG function of (2) which has the singular behaviour (1 − 8x) 3 log(1 − 8x). In table 1 we list as an example the exponent estimates obtained from a single biased differential approximant of order 16 with degrees of polynomials equal to 60 and biasing of order 8 at both 1/8 and −1. These results are quite remarkable in that differential approximants (which essentially approximate a given function by a D-finite one) seems very well-suited to extracting the critical behaviour of F 3 (x) which, as we showed above, is in fact not itself D-finite. 
Towards a solution for the Guttmann-Vöge model
The model of ∞-friendly walkers introduced by Guttmann and Vöge [13] is essentially identical to the model considered above except in boundary conditions. In the ∞-friendly walker model the walkers start and finish in a vicious configuration, that is y
then this is a valid ∞-friendly watermelon configuration of length t.
The enumeration of these configurations is very fast since one has a polynomial time algorithm. One just keeps track of the ordinates y k t . Clearly there is translational invariance in the ordinates so one can always shift the ordinates so y 0 t = 0 (alternatively it is the distances between consecutive walkers one needs not their actual positions). So with p walkers and requiring a series to order n one needs on the order of n/2 p−1 configurations and hence for p = 3 one has a polynomial time algorithm of complexity O(n 2 ). As one moves forward each ordinate can change by ±1, i.e., y 
where
with Q 11 (x) a polynomial of degree 11 whose roots are apparent singularities. The polynomials are listed in Appendix A. The differential operator L 5 for the homogenous part has a direct sum decomposition into an order two and an order three operator L 5 = L 2 ⊕L 3 as found using the Maple routine DFactorLCLM from the DETools package (the operators are listed in Appendix B). The dsolve routine finds that the operator L 3 has an exact solution in terms of a 3 F 2 hypergeometric function and two MeijerG functions. It turns out that the MeijerG functions are not relevant solutions so we only list the hypergeometric solution
dsolve does not find a solution of L 2 . The operator has singularities at x c = 1/8 and −1 with exponents 0 and 3 as did L H . So we again turn to hypergeometricsols which immediately finds that the relevant solution of L 2 can be expressed in terms of H(x)
with
The particular solution to the inhomogenous ODE is
We then have
Next we take a closer look at the 3 F 2 solution to L 3 . We first note that L 3 has singularities at x c = 1/8 (and −1) with exponents 0, 3 and 12 (9) . So there we have that 0 and 3 combination again. This could be a clue that the 3 F 2 is in fact expressible as a square of H(x) and its derivatives. To test this we turn to the DETools package. The two routines we need are symmetric power and Homomorphisms. The call symmetric power(L H , 2) calculates a linear differential operator M of minimal order which annihilates any product of solutions of L H , i.e., in particular H(x) 2 will be a solution of M. Homomorphisms(M 1 , M 2 ) calculates (if one exists) a map R (in general this will be a differential operator) such that R maps the solutions of M 1 to those of M 2 . Concretely this means that if G(x) is a solution of M 1 , i.e., M 1 (G) = 0, then R(G) is a solution of M 2 , i.e., M 2 (R(G)) = 0. The map R is an intertwiner between the two vector spaces of solutions of M 1 and M 2 . Indeed we find that the call Homomorphisms(symmetric power(L H , 2), L 3 ) calculates a second order differential operator or intertwiner I 3 , which shows that the solutions of L 3 can be expressed in terms of the solutions of symmetric power(L H , 2). In particular we then get that the relevant solution of L 3 can be expressed in terms of H(x) 2 and derivatives of H(x). Concretely we can calculate the solution with the call subs(y(x) = H(x), diffop2de(I 3 , y(x))). We thus find with a bit of straightforward but tedious calculation that
where the R k (x) are rational functions listed in Appendix C. So at the end of all this we obtain an expression for F ∞ 3 (x) · V 3 (x) entirely in terms of the simple hypergeometric function
and its first and second derivatives.
Conclusion, final remarks and outlook
In this paper we have found the exact solution to a friendly 3-watermelon problem. We proved that the generating function F 3 (x) can be expressed as the reciprocal of the vicious 3-watermelon generating function V 3 (x) and showed that this result generalise to p walkers. We then showed that the generating function F ∞ 3 (x) for the Guttmann-Vöge model of infinitely friendly 3-watermelons can be expressed as the ratio of a D-finite function and V 3 (x) and we obtained an exact expression for the numerator in terms of a simple 2 F 1 hypergeometric function and its first and second derivatives.
We also had a look at the Guttmann-Vöge model of 2 friendly walkers [13] in which two walkers may share an edge for a single step after which they have to separate (similar to osculating walkers but on edges rather than vertices). In this case our numerical analysis shows a critical behaviour very similar to that of F 3 (x) and F ∞ 3 (x), but as of yet we have not been able to find an expression for the generating function in terms of V 3 (x). We hope to be able to do so in the future.
In future work we plan to study in some detail the friendly p-watermelon problem and the problem of p-stars as well. We hope that such studies can cast some light on the role of D-algebraic functions in combinatorics and statistical physics.
Jay Pantone ¶ has pointed out that it is possible to use the guessed D-finite equation for H(x) = F 3 (x)V 3 (x) and the known D-finite equation for V 3 (x) to recover a conjectured D-algebraic equation for F 3 (x) by using the process of differential elimination. The discouraging thing is that the resulting equation is somewhat monstrous. It contains a total of 133 different terms (involving products of powers of F 3 (x) and its derivatives) each with a polynomial coefficient of degree up to 51 or so. So it would take between 7000 and 8000 series terms to guess the equation. The highest order derivative occurring in the D-algebraic equation is of order 7 and triple products occur. There are terms such as F 3 is the k'th derivative of F 3 (x). Naturally, one would hope that a simpler D-algebraic equation can be found but we have not been successful as yet.
